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A sales pitch (of sorts)

Got a FOL statement you can’t prove?

Are you beginning to think it might be false?

Then come to us, and we may be able to disprove it for you!
Satisfaction guaranteed!*

(*) Satisfaction not actually guaranteed. Terms and conditions apply. Use only as directed. Decidability

does not imply tractability. Warning: TMA is unsound — overuse may lead to inconsistency. In case of

?, contact your attending proof theorist immediately!
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The fine print

Given a formula A, we want a correct, terminating procedure that
answers the question “Is A provable in FOL?”.

What kind of answers can we expect from such a procedure?

“Yes/No” is impossible because of undecidability, hence the best we
can do is “Maybe/No”.



Motivation 1: Proof search inM2

M2 is the metalogic of the Twelf proof assistant.
I 8�9� statements — quantifying over terms that may have

dependent types
I Has rules for case analysis and induction.

For proof search, case analysis is problematic. Especially because
proof search in M2 in the absence of case analysis and induction is
still undecidable.



Motivation 2: Proof search in Imogen.

Imogen [McLaughlin,Pfenning 2009] is an efficient theorem prover
for Intuitionistic First-order Logic. Based on a focused sequent
calculus. However, focusing has its limits.
Fails to terminate on simple sequents such as

8x:E(x) � E(s(s(x))); E(z) =) E(s(z))

The problem:
Forward-chaining proof search using this sequent will generate
sequents of the form

� =) E(s(z))

�; E(s(s(z))) =) E(s(z))

�; E(s(s(s(s(z))))); E(s(s(z))) =) E(s(z))

...



Abstractions

Consider the map � from IFOL to IPL defined as follows:

�(P (t1; : : : ; tn)) = P

�(A � B) = �(A) � �(B)

�(8x:A) = �(A)

Clearly we have the following property:

IFOL ` A implies IPL ` �(A)

hence conversely

IPL 0 �(A) implies IFOL 0 A

Thus, � is a truthful or TI-abstraction (Giunchiglia, Walsh).



Choosing an Abstraction Logic

Of the many decidable fragments of FOL, many impose restrictions
on the structure of non-atomic formulas:

I No terms or quantifiers.
I Only certain quantifier prefixes allowed.
I At most two quantified variables.
I Guarded quantification.

We want something that is uniform on all classes of formulas. This
leaves:

I Monadic fragment — only unary predicates and functions.



FOL and the monadic fragment

I FOL terms

t ::= x j c j f(t1; : : : ; tn)

I FOL formulas
A;B ::= P (t1; : : : ; tn) j A � B j 8x:A j 9x:A j � � �

I Monadic FOL terms
m ::= x j c j f(m)

I Monadic FOL formulas
A;B ::= P (m) j A � B j 8x:A j 9x:A j � � �



Inference rules
FOL:

init
�; P (t1; : : : ; tn) =) P (t1; : : : ; tn)

�; A =) B
�R

� =) A � B

�; A � B =) A �; B =) C
�L

�; A � B =) C

� =) [t=x]A
9R

� =) 9x:A

�; [a=x]A =) C
9La

�; 9x:A =) C

� =) [a=x]A
8Ra

� =) 8x:A

�;8x:A; [t=x]A =) C
8L

�;8x:A =) C

Monadic FOL:

init
�; P (m) �! P (m)

� �! [m=x]A
9R

� �! 9x:A

�;8x:A; [m=x]A �! C
8L

�; 8x:A �! C



Truthfulness

Our ultimate goal is to prove the following theorem for a suitable
map �:

Theorem (Truthfulness)
If � =) A then �(�) �! �(A).

I We’ll do this by stepping through two intermediary logics:
1. FOL with unary predicates

� =) A implies �(�) =) �(A)

2. FOL with unary predicates and functions

�(�) =) �(A) implies �(�(�)) �! �(�(A))



Formulas, abstracted

The monadic fragment only restricts the structure of atomic
formulas. We can therefore apply � uniformly (i.e.
homomorphically) to all other connectives:

�(�; A) = �(�); �(A)

�(A � B) = �(A) � �(B)

�(9x:A) = 9x:�(A)

and so on. . .
What do we do with atoms?

�(P (t1; : : : ; tn)) =?

We project
�(P (t1; : : : ; tn)) = Pi(ti)

where i = �(P ).



A difficulty
In the proof of truthfulness, one case is as follows:

D
�
�
�

� =) [t=x]A
9R

� =) 9x:A

We want to reason as follows:

�(�) =) �([t=x]A) by induction hypothesis on D
...
�(�) =) [t0=x]�(A) by ?
�(�) =) 9x:�(A) by 9R
�(�) =) �(9x:A) by definition of �

For this argument to go through, we need substitution to commute
with abstraction in a suitable sense, i.e. for all terms t there is a
term t0 such that

�([t=x]A) = [t0=x]�(A)



Substitutivity

Luckily, the required property holds. Indeed, we have the following

Theorem (Substitutivity)
For any formula A and term t, the following equality holds

�([t=x]A) = [t=x]�(A)

Proof.
By induction on the structure of A.

I With this, establishing the truthfulness of � is immediate.



The second abstraction

At this point, we may assume that all predicates are monadic.
But the function symbols may not be.
Like �, the next abstraction map, �, preserves the structure of
formulas:

�(�; A) = �(�); �(A)

�(A � B) = �(A) � �(B)

�(9x:A) = 9x:�(A)

�(P (t)) = P (�(t))

and so on. . .
Finally, we need to decide how � should act on terms. This requires
a closer look at the structure of terms and monadic terms.



Terms and trees and paths

FOL terms can have a tree-like structure. For instance, the term

P (f(g(a); f(b; c)); d)

can be seen as a tree with P at the root.

Monadic terms, on the other hand, cannot branch and have a
path-like structure.

How do we map trees to paths? Choose a path through the tree.

However, not all paths work equally well.



Monadic subterms
We characterise the relationship between (maximal) paths and trees
using the following inference rules

I Judgment: m � t (“m is a monadic subterm of t”).
I Inference rules

x � x c � c

m � ti 1 � i � n

fi(m) � f(t1; : : : ; tn)

For instance, the term f(g(a); f(b; c)) has the following monadic
subterms:

f1(g1(a))

f2(f1(b))

f2(f2(c))

We can now state “choosing a path” as the requirement that
�(t) � t for all terms t. In particular this implies that �(x) = x
when x is a variable.



Mapping to monadic subterms

We now have the following

Theorem (Truthfulness and substitutivity)
For any function � satisfying �(x) = x for all variables x, the
following properties are equivalent:
1. � is truthful, i.e. � =) A implies �(�) �! �(A).
2. �([t=x]A) = [�(t)=x]�(A) for all terms t and formulas A.
3. �([t=x]t0) = [�(t)=x]�(t0) for all terms t and t0.

Proof.
(3)) (2) by induction on A. (2)) (1) by induction on � =) A.
(1)) (3) by applying hypothesis to a specific derivation involving t
and t0.

I Thus, if we require �(t) � t to hold for all terms, then only
functions satisfying the third property can be truthful.



Regular projections

A regular projection � is induced by a function � by the following
equations

�(x) = x

�(c) = c

�(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = fi(�(ti))

where i = �(f).
The importance of regular projections is explained by the following

Theorem (Regularity and substitutivity)
Let � be a function satisfying �(t) � t for all terms t. The
following properties are equivalent
1. �([t=x]t0) = [�(t)=x]�(t0) for all terms t; t0.
2. � is regular.
3. � is truthful.



Embedding into classical FOL

The monadic fragment of intuitionistic FOL is not decidable. The
final step is the straightforward embedding of intuitionistic logic
into classical logic. This does not change the formulas.

To summarize, we now have a family of truthful abstractions from
intuitionistic FOL to monadic classical FOL induced by

I A map � on predicate symbols, and
I A map � on function symbols.



Empirical results

I Test setup
I Abstraction implemented as an extension to the tptp2X tool

from the TPTP problem library.
I Spass 3.5 as decision procedure
I Problems from ILTP/TPTP problem library
I Time limit: 10 seconds

I Overall results

Status Problems �s Proof No proof Timeout

Theorem 167 7706 167 0 0
Non-Theorem 56 110 50 6 0
Unsolved 78 14855 5 59 14



A few specific results

From the Unsolved problem set:

Problem Disproved Proved Timed out

SWV018 0 288 0
SYN419 1022 0 2
SYN423 379 0 645
SYN429 753 0 271
SYN514 32 0 0
SYN519 0 26 6
SYN520 0 22 10
SYN544 181 32 43
SYN545 207 0 49
SYN546 178 0 78
SYN547 256 0 0



Conclusion

I Contributions
We have characterised the set of truthful abstractions from
FOL to Monadic FOL that satisfy the following reasonable
restrictions:

I Preserving the structure of non-atomic formulas.
I Mapping terms to monadic subterms.

We have implemented the abstraction and tested it on a large
body of theorems and non-theorems.

I Future work
I Better implementation of the abstraction.
I FOL countermodels from MFOL countermodels.
I Applying the abstraction to classical FOL and the full TPTP.


